
TeachingLive | Season 5 | Malamander | Week 8 –
Malamander Adventure 2 – a legendary threat appears –
suspense - Monday 14th March 2022

Today’s Game – ‘suspense’ game.
This game tunes the children into suspense writing. Work in
pairs, taking turns to come up with ideas.

Who Your main character Violet
Where Choose a scary place In an abandoned mine
Time of day Show by description The moon shone down
Weather Show by description Lightning crackled
Doing what What is main character doing there? Looking for her lost dog
Hear What do they hear? Something scratching
Catch a
glimpse

What do they catch a glimpse of? A red eye flickers

Reaction Show they are scared by their
reaction

Violet held her breathe

Padlet – the focus is on creating suspense using different
techniques- who, where, when, weather, hear, see, reaction.
The children rewrite and add sentences in the paragraph below
to make it stronger and to inject suspense.

Violet went into the busy shoe shop. Outside, the sun shone
down. Inside, she was trying on some shoes. Surprised, she
heard somebody whistling in the shop. She could see that it
was one of the shop assistants. Grinning, she laced up her new
shoes.
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Jotcast activity:

a. Begin by oral rehearsal in pairs, sentence by sentence,
using the sentence openers below.

b.Then write your sentence.
c. Reread it to check.
d. Submit.

Who Where Time of day Weather
Doing what Hear Catch a glimpse Reaction

• Hardly daring to breathe, (main character)
• At that moment, she/ he heard/ saw …
• Horrified,/ Petrified, …
• Silently,/  Quietly, …
• Shaking with fear, …
• Outside, …
• Inside, …
• Something was …

Hardly daring to breathe, Violet stepped into the old warehouse.
At that moment, she heard something in the darkness and saw a distant
shape move towards her.
Terrified, she knelt down and waited in the shadows.
Silently, she crept forwards.
Shaking with fear, Violet made her way towards the door.
Outside, the wind picked up and rain beat against the building.
Inside, Violet halted and tried to hold her breath.
Something was edging closer.

Gallery Challenge – draft and edit – then design a double
spread with illustration or patterns relevant to your story.

Blogging Activity – write the second part of this four part
story. In this episode the main characters go searching for the
monster. Remember to build the suspense. This prologue from
last week is by Fred from Eldon.
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Catamander

End of chapter 1…

“Why do you need to hide?“ I hiss back at her. “What’s the matter?”

“I’ve seen it!” she says, “Look sharp - draw the curtains!”.

Chapter 2

We sit, waiting quietly for a moment before I ask, “What did you
see?” Outside, I can hear the wind picking up, a storm is brewing. Even
before she answers, I already have an idea of what she is going to say.
I’m right. She claims to have seen the Catamander.

Twenty minutes later, we are outside in the darkness, retracing Viola’s
footsteps.  I know. I should have stayed inside, tucked in my little room
with the heater on full blast. All I can say is that Viola, for that is her
name, is the most persuasive and bossy person that I have met! The sea
gale blows so hard that we tilt into the wind, pushing forwards,
otherwise we would be blown off our feet. Distant thunder rumbles and
lightning crackles over the sea like a jagged claw stretching down.

We pass the Rainbow Fish Bar, Miller’s icecream parlour and Mrs
Butcher’s Bucket & Spade corner shop. All of them are boarded up
against the impending storm. The promenade is empty and only a few
cars scurry by, late for home.

Viola tugs me towards the pier and it is there that we see them. Huge
footprints. Claws rather than toes at the end of what look like webbed
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feet. The sea surges up the beach, smashing against the struts of the
pier. Together, we follow the footprints as the wind and rain lash against
us. Then out of the darkness, someone or something howls. It comes
from the old arcade at the very end of the pier. We stumble forwards,
without thinking.

Hardly daring to breathe, we tug open an arcade door and slip inside.
At that moment, the wind chooses to give a sudden blast and slams the
door shut, shattering the glass.  Across the room, something sighs
heavily, almost a throaty purr, a low growl. Scared, we pause, peering
into the darkness. Is anything really there?

Silently, Viola edges forwards but I stay by the door, watching.
Shaking, not from the cold, I can just make out something by a slot
machine. Something crouches, large as a tiger but with spines on its back
and thin green eyes. The stench of rotten fish and dead men’s bones
emanates from its scaled body. Like a huge cat, it paces towards Viola.

Outside, lightning tears open the night. Inside, the sudden flash
illuminates the arcade. The catamander crouches, leaps and in one swift
movement and a rush of air, it smashes through the broken door, bounds
to the edge of the pier. There it pauses, turns to watch us, green, greedy
eyes widening, and its mouth of needle teeth opens. Then, with a growl,
it springs and dives back into the safety of the crashing waves.
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